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A young man wanting to explore past-life regression discovers this is his first lifetime on Earth. All

his other existences were on alien worlds and in other dimensions. As this unique case is explored

further, he finds out that his association with extraterrestrials did not cease with these other lives.

The interaction with UFOs and aliens has continued during all his present life, although the

information was protectively hidden by his subconscious. This strange case reveals the motives

behind present-day involvement between UFOs and humans and the hopes and expectations of our

creators for their garden. We are the garden - the gardeners are extraterrestrials from other worlds.
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I must make it clear that the 5th star I allocated is purely for Dolores and her "star child" who opened

my mind to wonder and amazement. This is not a book for people with closed minds, and if you are

a fundamentalist Christian, steer clear. The story is convoluted (not a pun on her "Convoluted

Universe" books!) and cannot be summarized. It concerns a young man who is very depressed and

on the verge of suicide. He turns to Dolores Cannon for past-life regression, and the long series of

sessions (under hypnosis) with her reveals a vastly different story of our earth and our universe,

which could not even be imagined in our wildest dreams. Such as: Earth was "seeded" over

uncountable aeons of time by "star people" in order to make it livable, and eventually they also ...

hmmm ... "seeded" human beings. These beings from other planets and universes are mostly not

physical and three-dimensional like us, but spirits and energy beings/light beings ... See, if you have

a sense of wonder at the unimaginable possibilities of the Universe (far beyond the Milky Way



galaxy), read this book. I did not understand everything that the subject, Philip, and the other entities

speaking through him, explained.I did find that (maybe, for me) Dolores did not always ask the

questions I wanted answers to, and the story does veer off at tangents sometimes. However, with a

(miraculous?) non-fiction tale like this, it's easy for me: I cannot simply state that I DO believe the

incredible tale, or that I DO NOT believe "such hogwash". I stand neutral towards this amazing

revelation, if that is indeed what it is. I found the unfolding story of the timeless millions of years of

the development of Earth, plus the incredible populations of various universes fascinating, and it

provided me with food for thought.Having had a brief nighttime encounter with a noisy UFO above

our house many years ago, and the telepathic message that under no circumstances am I to leave

my bed (I so wanted a look!), I know there are aliens out there. I have also twice caught UFO's on

photos -- and only saw them once I downloaded the photos and enlarged them.Keep in mind: how

small we are, how little we know ... and without committing yourself to a belief in this

out-of-this-world tale, keep your sense of wonder and know "there are more things in heaven and on

earth than are dreamt of in our philosophy."

A young man with suicidal tendencies reveals that he is an alien, under hypnosis. Book reveals

everything about the purported motives, lifestyles and technologies of aliens that have been

extracted through the hypnosis sessions. The material is simultaneously convincing and

contradictory. For example, it says that aliens do not have a government or the equivalent of a

police force or any monetary system. A sophisticated civilization cannot survive with a barter

system. However, it is entertaining and imaginative.

This is really an amazing book. Especially if you already have interest in this subject. It's reassuring,

and has a lot of valuble info. Even if you don't there is alot to learn, and this book would be a great

place to start. I couldn't put the book down when I got it, and now that I have finished it, I cant wait

to read it again. Dolores Cannon is a great author who speaks truth, and an author who wants to

show the light, and erase the fear. Can't wait to get the rest of her books! Go Dolores!! :)

Keepers of the GardenI found interesting, yet conflictingin some ways.

Dolores Cannon is my favorite author. I have read all her books and find each one filled with so

many interesting, even awesome accounts of the afterlife and in-between lives of the many people

who come to her for regressive hypnosis.This particular book goes into extraterrestrials who have



visited our planet since its beginning and those that actually now live on our Earth and why. It is

filled with useful information like "atomic explosions disrupt our energy channels," (111) "free will is

a very important concept given us since the planet's beginning and is a primary learning tool for

us.," (203) and "a thought is a willful act, an energy, a real manifestation" (117). Like her other

writings, it is nearly impossible to put down this book. I can't imagine anyone not finding it interesting

reading.

Astounding information from someone who was hypnotically regressed to a previous life where he

was a resident of another world or planet. He gives some historic and scientific insight to some of

our past civilizations and their uses of crystals for mulitiple beneficial purposes. He also assures us

that there are many worlds out there with intelligent and developed beings where space travel is

common place.

I've read almost all of Dolores Cannon's books. Convoluted Universe being my favorites....but as

usual this book did not disappoint. Very eye opening and teaches how there's so much more to life

than us (earth people) and what our senses pick up. All it takes is a few people who are open

minded and who understand in order to pass along these wonderfully enlightening teachings. Thank

You Mrs Dolores Cannon!!

This is one of her earlier works and it also describes possible worlds that one normally wouldn't

think of. So far every book by DC is fabulous. I learn about possible realities via her hypnotized

subjects. She uses an easy to follow format. I love this lady's works!
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